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2015 polaris indy 550 adventure 144

13 of my 24 2015 Touring Overall Performance Quality &amp; Reliability Ride &amp; Comfort Values For many years of my reporting on the sleigh industry, I can't recall a sleigh manufacturer basically creating a subordinate sleigh brand like Polaris' Indy. Even Ski-Doo market leaders through decades of dominates from the 1960s to the present, always work
under the Ski-Doo umbrella with model lines from Olympiques to MXZs and so on. In its market leadership the polaris heyday, as now, offers a vast line of Indys as well as non-Indys like Cutlass and Gemini. Fast Facts Engine Type:Horizontal In-lineCylinders:2Engine Stroke:2-StrokeValve Configuration:Reed ValveDisplacement:544 /
33.2Starter:ElectricTurbocharged:No View Full Spec In fact Polaris can be said to have gone down this trail before, but probably not entirely in the same way. We have Polaris completely abandoning its decade plus indy arm marks that dominate the market and launch its IQ chassis with A-arm forward suspension. Cleaning up the Fusion 900's failure in the
mid-2000s, Polaris salvaged the IQ platform and innovate with progressive Pro-Ride action suspension for its Rush and Switchback models. An indy-esque one-piece aluminium tunnel survived, was updated and found a house in the deep powder and backcountry models of Polaris. Get Flash Player to view this player. Polaris offers fan-cooled Indy
Adventure models at two track lengths - 144 inches in length with a height of 1.35 lug and a 155-inch version with 1.6-inch lugs and rear suspension. This legacy has become the foundation for Polaris' reborn Indy line. The first was an Indy 600. Well, there are actually two versions - a base model and Indy SP trail performance, complete with premium pieces
including shocks and style. Once polaris marketing identified indy names enjoyed positive name recognition, the company expanded the line to what we see for the 2015 model year. There is something for almost all snowmobiler from high performance 800 Indy SP to 550 Indy Adventure two aboard cruisers. In fact, the Indy line is a virtual independent
brand. No other sleigh manufacturer has done it in its own pedigree. Of course, Arctic Cat builds a separate line of Yamaha Vipers based on the Try and Right Arctic Sand platform, but Cat doesn't own or control The Viper, Yamaha and its dealers do. Even with all its models, Ski-Doo has not created a sing number series as Indy effectively accommodates
virtually all sub set of models, except for an Indy Mountain. In fact, there is such a sleigh in the Polaris series, but it is branded RMK. 2014 Polaris 550 Indy Adventure - Real World Test You can almost open a separate indy-only sleigh dealers by ignoring AXYS models and You'll have a sleigh for the high-performance trail guy complete with an 800cc double
and premium Fox shock. You will sell for two-up types with 550 LXT or off-trail runners with Voyageur models. And And can provide premium features for long-distancers by fitting them with a 550 Indy Adventure, with a 144-inch or 155-inch footprint. Are adventure goer prone to off-trail accidents? Polaris engineering equipped both Indy Adventure models
with this extreme bumper for front-end protection. We know that Polaris is unlikely to open Indy-Only dealers, but the Indy brand can almost stand on its own model value. We've found indy reappearence not simply surprising but fascinating as well. Think of the Indy Adventure 2015 series as an example. At a fairly cheap price of $8,399, you can own the 144-
inch track version. Add a US$500 and you can move to the super long of 550 Indy Adventure 155. Here again, Polaris looks outside the North American snowbelt, offering an attractive sleigh for what has been a strong Russian market where the network of trails and ski sports is still in its infancy. Industry followers say business volumes have represented
nearly a 20 percent annual growth over the past decade so far. As Russia has grown to be a significant importer of snowmobiles, the industry, especially Polaris and Ski-Doo, has the right model for that region. The 550 Indy Adventure 155 can be considered such a suitable model. With the drop in oil prices and troubles with the Russian currency (rubles),
Russian consumers have seen their purchasing power fall by at least 22% compared to just two years ago when Russian sales came third behind the US and Canada. That will likely affect all of the brand's specialty models like adventure 155 worldwide, but probably not so much in North America, where 550 Indy Adventure 144 reigns. The shorter tracked
Adventure has a narrower Pro-Steer skateboard and an unmlocated rear suspension. For us, the 2015 550 Indy Adventure 144 topped the list of value satisfaction. Is it fast? Not really. Is it noisy and old technology heavy? Positive, but when you look at the price difference between the 550 Indy Voyageur 144 cooling fan and the 600 Indy Voyageur 144
cooling liquid, you can figure a rapid price increase around US$3000! At $8,400, the 550 Indy Adventure 144 makes for a healthy and flexible trail cruiser. COMPARISON: Read our review of the Ski-Doo MXZ TNT ACE 900+ Video The two-then fan-cooled twins built by Fuji will take you back a little, but it works well enough, providing good and mid-range
driving performance for one or two passengers. The 550 engine works well through the time-tested CVTech Powerbloc 50 transmission clutch. This drive system prefers a proven low maintenance history, plus they are easy to adjust to even a sliding magazine writer can do it! Obviously we want modern electronic fuel injection over 550 dual 34mm Mikuni
carburetors, but that does not happen. The cost cannot be justified compared to the sales quantity of the model and simple maintenance is a plus for non-North American markets. RydeFX MPV shock is equipped front and rear for both versions of 550 Indy Adventure. The ride is good, not great. The 144-inch sliding rail suspension bridges many small
vehicles on the trail and the base pack of MPV RydeFX shocks handle 14.1 inches moving pretty well. The Pro-Ride front A-arm suspension uses similar MPV RydeFX shocks to control the 7.1-inch front ski movement. You can expect ride and handling commensurate with the performance of 550. You benefit from a Cobra track, which offers a lug height of
1.35 inches from 15-inch wide by a 144-inch long rubber track. Pro-Steer skis are the best polaris that give sleigh trails for 2015 and really bite into the snow to get into matching crabs. When you look at adventure 144, it appears heavy-ish, but Polaris claims it comes off the scales at less than 500 pounds (£498, to be exact). That heavy look comes from
adventure's standard add-ons. Having enjoyed a 550 adventure last season, we learned to remove the converted passenger seat and leave it behind when we went solo. Lock &amp; Ride saddle bags are useful for storing on trails. And we really like the versatility of the rear rack offered. You can remove Adventure's convertible seat for riding alone, but retain
party cases, providing rich hosting for the tour. On-trail comfort proved to be surprisingly good. Pro-Ride seats narrow at the console, but its expanding fanny perch makes for a great and comfortable ride on long trail trips. For the wind, adventure's generous high windshield and side mounted wind/snow deflection move cold away from you and your
passengers. COMPARISON: Read our review of the 2015 Yamaha Phazer M-TX When we worked on an adventure during a mile-long outing, we really appreciated the number of engineers Polaris brings to this sleigh. Despite its value point value, the Adventure is equipped with the latest one-piece steering wheel with improved erer0s and uses full-length
handles. The front of the car has a protected and sturdy front bumper. And, of course, the double 550 easily fires up when you twist the key of the electric starter. An electronic pushbutton revere system allows you to come back from trouble points and a proven hydraulic disc brake that offers ample whoa-power. Either the 550 Indy Adventure in the 144-inch
or 155-inch track length will be a reliable value proven ride, but for long distances on riding trails, we want to stay with adventure 144. You venture the kind of person who breaks the trail and has less grooming network trails that will probably find extra lengths and wider skis of 155 adventures more to your preferences. Either way, Polaris' Indy line meets the
wishes and needs of snowmobilers. Trail travel? 2015 550 Indy Adventure meets that need. High performance? The 800 Indy SP! Anything You want for the flatlands, there is an Indy model that suits you. Check the lines at your local Indy agent. 2015 Polaris 550 Indy Adventure 144 2015 Polaris 550 Indy Adventure 155 Engine Polaris/Fuji 544cc twin
cylinder 2-in; fan-cooled fans; dual VM34 carbs carbs 544cc double cylinder 2-c; fan-cooled fans; dual VM34 carbs Horsepower 55+ 55+ Drive CVTech Powerbloc 50 drive with CVTech Invance driven CvTech Powerbloc 50 drive with CVTech Invance driven Front Suspension Polaris Pro-Ride; Travel up to 7.1 times; RydeFX MPV shock; Pro-Steer Ski
Polaris Pro-Ride RMK; Travel up to 9.0 in; RydeFX MPV shock; Pro-Float Ski suspension system behind Polaris Indy sliding rail; RydeFX MPV shock; 14.1-inch maximum travel Polaris Indy rail sliding coupling; RydeFX MPV shock; Maximum travel length 15.0 inches 124.0 in 132.3 widths 48.0 in 48.0 height 54.0 in 56.0 in skier's 42.5 in 3 9.0 in Track 15 x
144 x 1.35 Cobra 15 x 155 x 1.6 Weight 498 (claimed) 524 (claimed) Brake Polaris RMK Hydraulic Polaris RMK Hydraulic Features Standard : starting power; reverse electronics; mirrors; one-piece steering wheel; high windshield; Lock &amp; Ride Storage Standard: Electric Start; reverse electronics; mirrors, pull hitch; one-piece steering wheel; high
windshield; Lock & Ride Fuel Storage Capacity 11.5 US Gal 11.5 US Gal (87 octane) MSRP $8,399 $8,899 $8,899
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